Knitting Rings
BY REBECCA DANGER
In both 50 Yards of Fun and Knit a Monster Nursery
(Martingale 2013 and 2012, respectively), I have projects
that call for knitted and stuffed rings. Sort of like doughnuts. Who doesn’t like doughnuts?!
Slight Swimmer (page 71 of 50 Yards of Fun) has his
own knitted flotation ring to keep him out of trouble.
Using waste yarn and a circular needle long enough for
the Magic Loop method, make a provisional cast on for the
number of stitches called for in your pattern.

Working from the last stitch you knit to the first stitch
on the other needle tip, join to begin working in the round.
Be doubly sure not to twist your stitches on this step.

Once you get to the end of the project and you’re ready
to bind off, slip the provisional cast-on stitches to a second
circular needle and remove the waste yarn.
Turn your work and knit across the stitches you just
cast on.

When you get to the end of the row, slide your stitches
to the middle of the cable and divide the stitches so half are
on each needle tip to set up for working in the round using
the Magic Loop method.
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Move that needle up through the center of your project,
so that it’s right next to the needle you’ve been working on.
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This will fold the piece and bring the first and the last
rounds next to each other, essentially “halving” the length
of your piece.

Cut your yarn, leaving an extra long tail (about four
times the circumference of your project). Thread the yarn
tail onto a tapestry needle and begin to work the Kitchener
stitch, moving from the beginning of the round you just
completed to the provisional cast-on stitches.
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The provisional cast on will leave every other stitch
twisted, so untwist them as you come to them. Continue
grafting the two sets of stitches together with the Kitchener
stitch, stopping every couple of inches to stuff the ring. If
you end up a stitch short at the end, just pick one up.

Weave in your ends and twist the grafted stitches to the
inside of the ring. Voilà—a knitted doughnut.
To see me demonstrating how to make a knitted
and stuffed ring, including working the Kitchener stitch,
go to ShopMartingale.com/50-yards-extras.html for my
video tutorial.
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